Jolly?
By Rev. Rick Reynolds
It has stayed with me through 26 Decembers. I never knew that Christmas could be so grim for people without a home.

If only I had been less absorbed by my own Christmas traditions and my own set of expectations. I needed to be more thoughtful about other people. Here’s what happened.

Homeless folks would line up in front of Nightwatch at 91 Wall Street. It was a lousy system. And our landscaping consisted of a very muddy patch of dirt and a rough sidewalk. It was one of those endless months of rain we often get in Seattle. Homeless people were coming to Nightwatch looking like drowned rats. Meanwhile, all of downtown was full of wealthy people doing their Christmas shopping and having their family celebrations. Going to shows. Riding in the horse carriages. Living it up.

Standing in the drizzle, one of our friendly homeless guys “Greg” made a suggestion. “You know what we need, Pastor Rick? We need a Christmas tree, right here.” And to show me just where Nightwatch needed to put a tree, he stomped his foot in the muddy parking strip right outside our bedraggled front door. Splat.

“Well sure, why not?” I said. And so we had a Christmas tree, and have had, pretty much every year since. Because we all need a little Christmas, right this very minute.

Good news for the poor. That’s why that Child was born. We kind of miss the point if we don’t include everyone in the circle of community. Your gifts make it happen, with God’s help.

Lord, lead us in the way of life that is truly Life.

Two dollars
By Ben Curtis, Street Minister
Side streets in Pioneer Square can be real dark. One night I noticed a figure in one of the doorways. I approached cautiously, holding out socks to assure the person I was there to help, not harm. My gentle greeting was met with a harsh retort. He made a quick apology. “I’m sorry man, I’ve had a rough day. Getting harassed — need some space.”

No problem. I wished him a good night before turning to leave.

A few steps away, the man called out to me, “Do you guys take donations?”

Surprised by the question, I turned and said, “Of course.” I returned, slowly, and he offered me two dollar bills. “I may not have much, but I’ve got more than others.” I thanked him and once again left him with well wishes for the night.

I was taken aback by the generosity of the man who seemed to be having such a difficult time. I remembered the Gospel story of the widow who gave two coins at the temple. It seems easy enough to be generous when we have an abundance. But how about when we are struggling? I love it when people on the street teach me lessons.

O Lord increase my faith!
More gratitude
By Ann Sakaguchi, Deputy Director

So here we are. The “holidays” are upon us. Thanksgiving is all but over. We’ve all been reminded to be thankful. We’ve all been encouraged to think about what we might be grateful for.

Gratitude.

To be honest, around here at Nightwatch, its pretty easy to be grateful all the time. Every where you turn, there is evidence of generosity and kindness, for which we are thankful. People come here to give us time: volunteers. These volunteers bring food for our homeless friends: donors. The lights and heat stay on because people give financially: more donors. When people need a fresh pair of socks, we can offer them: sock collectors. We are grateful.

Last month, we held our annual fundraising event, First Light breakfast. We are grateful for all who came and gave and for those of you gave, but could not attend. It is humbling, always, to see the faces of our supporters; this event is a big deal for us.

After the breakfast, we tally up the donations, and check the website to see who gave what, online. One donation stopped me in my tracks. It was a recurring, monthly donation of $1. We checked the name; it is one of our homeless friends, wanting to contribute.

Gratitude. This homeless friend felt gratitude for what we do. Some would say that $1 is a humble donation. We are humbled, to receive this “widow’s mite.”

If you missed it, you can still give in response to First Light. Go to www.seattlenightwatch.org/firstlight. Our new video is there, too.

Thank you for all you have done, and continue to do. ●